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The Beautiful Balkans
with Adriatic MotoTours

nder cloudy skies, with the threat of rain hanging over our heads, we rolled to
the checkpoint at the border leading into Bosnia. The queue had us a few vehicles back and, on both sides, serious guards were searching cars, both coming
and going. With a glance, the steel-eyed guard summoned us forward and I handed him my very full American passport. He slowly went through it page by page,
occasionally glancing at me, his eyes taking in more detail. This was not the smiling
fellow at the local Canadian border crossing.

He then spied my small passenger. Crap. I knew for sure he didn’t have any paperwork.
I took a deep breath and the guard and I locked eyes for a moment. Peering at Notso Happy, sticking out of the tank bag, a slow smile crossed the guard’s face,
which turned into a laugh. He shook his head as he stamped my passport.
“Welcome to Bosnia. Enjoy your stay,” he said in a voice reminiscent of Boris Badanoff.
I thanked him, snapped the BMW R1200GS into first and rolled into a country that so dominated the news a decade and a half ago. A few minutes later Shira,
after a quick once over, rolled in as well. Welcome to the heart of the Balkans.
We had ridden into Ljubljana, Slovenia from Italy’s Dolomites a few days before to join Matej Malovrh and a dozen other riders for a two-week tour with
Adriatic MotoTours titled the Beautiful Balkans Adventure. This was a part of Europe that neither Shira nor I had ever had the opportunity to ride in before and
we had been talking with Matej, who we met at a BMW Rally a few years back in Vermont, about doing this tour since.
(Continued on Page 22)

words: Brian Rathjen
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(Continued from Page 8)

Our first few days in Ljubljana were spent meeting the rest of the group,
some of whom were old friends; fellow world tourers Dick Singer and Ron
and Terry Minor, with whom we had ridden in Italy a year back.
It is always a joy when old buddies can join together for another adventure and even better when we can make new friends along the way.
Joining us were eight others. Matej seemed to have gathered an varied
group and we were anxious to get the ride started.
Ljubljana is a wonderful city and strolling
around the center of the
town, with its ancient
castle, three famous
bridges crossing the river
and open market, was
about as nice as it gets,
but after a morning’s
exploration we were
back to the hotel so folks
could get their bikes and
sit in on a brief overview
of the tour; what to
expect, what to watch out for and other things that might come in handy
while riding in this part of the world.
Our ride would start in Slovenia and head into Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Montenegro. Some Americans hear the words Bosnia and
immediately think this is not the safest place to go riding; but that Bosnia,
which so filled the news with its internal strife and warfare, is more than a
decade past and we were really looking forward to seeing what has been
called some of the greatest scenery in Europe.
After the introduction meeting the group went for a short ride. Most just
wanted to get riding, but Shira and I knew it was part of the vetting process.
It helps to be fairly experienced when riding in a foreign land and it was
obvious we had a good group with which to ride.
That evening we shuttled into town for dinner and watched while a storm
of serious weight came into the city. After dinner I sat outside and watched
BEAUTIFUL BALKANS
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the tempest with a glass of local red. And waited for the ride the next day.

Ljubljana, Slovenia to Plitvice National Park, Croatia

The storms from the night before passed leaving us with a cloudy, but still
damp morning. With the promise of sunshine flying in from the west our
group left en masse from Ljubljana, following our knowledgeable and personable guide Rozle, and headed toward the border with Croatia.

The roads quickly became more rural as we drifted past large farms and
through small villages. Coming around one turn a wide valley dropped
before us with the Karst, the famed limestone mountains, looming in the
distance.
Not long afterward we rolled out of Slovenia and into Croatia without a
care. Once into Croatia we made a quick stop for coffee and continued on
to our first stop on the road, the National Park Plitvice Jezera.
Unlike any other park in the world Plitvice is created around the famed
Karst of the region and over the last million years the limestone has worn
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away in places and grown in others. The calcium carbonate
has built what is called ‘Tufa Formations’ - somewhat like a
stalagmite in a cave, but here its flat plateaus has created a
number of absolutely clear lakes all brought together by a
series of wonderful waterfalls - hundreds of them.

We parked the bikes at our hotel and took a few
hours to hike the well-groomed trails and wooden
walkways that surround and even go over the water
which so dominate the park. In fact, Plitvice Jezera is
all about water. We stopped at the highest waterfall in
Croatia, ironically called the Big Waterfall and walked
for a few kilometers along the lakes and the plethora of
tiny cascades that make this park a true dream and well
worthy of its UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site
status; a truly stunning place and an excellent park to
begin this journey. That night we dined at the park’s
large restaurant with platters of potatoes, pork and
roasted goat. As a big time carnivore, I was in heaven.

So sad. On the white wall somebody had written - ANARCHY.
That’s the truth. I reached down and
took a piece of tile and put it in my
tank bag - a little reminder of the
hatred of war and the uselessness of it.
The ride over the peak was a rider’s
heaven and, reaching the summit we
stopped to view another gorgeous
Bosnian valley stretching into the distance.
While taking this in I spied an odd
sight. A man, and a cow. Here came
this old man walking a single cow. I
nodded hello, as did Shira and then
Dick looked at the guy and with a big
smile pointed at the beast and said,
“Nice cow!”
The up-until-then dour man perked
up at that and smiling agreed this was
a fine animal. I fell off my bike laughing. It was too funny!
Further on, right before lunch I
could see where the Bosnians had
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Plitvice National Park, Croatia
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It was a fairly short ride to the border with Bosnia
the next day and after the fun at the border we sped into
the Bosnian countryside. Croatia was beautiful, but
Bosnia was stunning.
As we rode further into the nation the remnants of
the fierce battles between the many and, sometimes
confusing factions, became more and more clear.
Towns with buildings still riddled with bullet holes,
you could almost feel the horrid memories that still lingered.
We rode along a high plateau, at one time a bustling
farming region, but here we could see entire villages
abandoned and farmhouses that were either deserted,
damaged or pulverized into the earth.
The road itself was an absolute joy to ride, but many
of us found it hard to feel any pleasure this day; it was
a bittersweet ride no matter how you looked at it. Atop
one mountain I spotted a crushed building. Perhaps at
one time it was somebody’s home. It must have been
quite the place, as the view of the valley below was
wonderful from this height. Surely here a family lived
and loved and cared for each other. Now all that
remained was a crushed shell.
I rode the GS through the brush and parked the bike
in what was once their driveway, now scattered with
pieces of a shattered life and walked into the shell of a
home. The concrete second floor had partially collapsed onto the first and the terracotta tiles from the
roof had been blasted off and scattered across the
ground.
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begun to rebuild in earnest and
one fine new house, under construction, proudly flew the
Bosnia flag.
Rebirth and change is coming,
but it will take time. Good
things usually do.

We stopped in Livno for a lunch of
the traditional Burek; meat, spinach
and cheese wrapped in a filo dough
crust. This town has been heavily
rebuilt, but is moving along. In Livno
Shira discovered a monument to the
conflict.
On the small bridge that crossed over
to it someone had written - ‘Why?’
Why indeed?
After lunch we rode in the general
direction of Sarajevo. Over a large
mountain range with a series of switch-
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backs leading to the top,
where miles of asphalt
ran along a windy and
limestone strewn plateau
that eventually dropped
us down into a region
with a few lakes, some
manmade, that were dotted with islands. We
dodged some road construction, running along a

lakeside road that brought us through some
tunnels and to a scenic restaurant where
most of us found each other. We stopped for
refreshments before the final and exuberant
mountain ride into Sarajevo.
Matej had fitted my GS with a Zumo 660,
which had routed us almost flawlessly the
past few days and was spot on bringing us to
our hotel in the bustling old part of the city.
With the bikes safely stowed we walked
down into the Old City and the Moslem section. Sarajevo is also known as Little
Jerusalem, for as the real Jerusalem they
have many religions all
worshipping
within
earshot of each other, and even now they seem to coexist in a symbiotic way. It was Ramadan this evening,
but many restaurants were still serving and most of us
went for Cevapcici, a kind of Bosnian gryo. Most
excellent, especially washed down with yogurt milk.
After dinner we walked to the Christian section of
town and a local beer hall that was as ornate as they
come; great beer as well.
Most of our group called it an early night but Shira,
Laurel and I bounced around the city until the witching
hour, stopping here and there and basically people
watching; and if you remember the ‘60s tune “Music to
FREE EXTENDED WARRANTY!
Watch Girls Go By”, then we’ll tell you it had to be
written about this town. The women have an unearthly
beauty in Sarajevo.

845-229-1177 • www.zacksvtwin.com
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Free Day in Sarajevo

We got an early start this day for a tour of the famed
Sarajevo Tunnel. During the siege of the city back in
the ‘90s the Bosnians were able to supply Sarajevo
with food, medicine, fuel through a tunnel that was dug
directly under the International airport, which was
under United Nations’ control. This lifeline kept the
city alive for years, despite the Serbian attempts to
bomb it out of existence.
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The story of this conflict is heartbreaking and it made us proud to know
the United States, and President Bill Clinton, played a key role in allowing
Sarajevo to survive the ethnic cleansing it faced from the Serbs.
From there our tour went around the city and to the very place where all
this started - the spot where Austrian Arch Duke Ferdinand was assassinated in June of 1914; ushering in the start of World War I.
When the ‘War to End All Wars’ ended with the Treaty of Versailles in
1918 Germany took a terrible economic beating and this simmered for years
until Adolf Hitler came along and with him the Second World War. During
that time others sided with the Nazis and nearly 80% of the Jews in
Sarajevo were exterminated.
While the Nazis were brought to justice the local villians remained
untouched.
When Tito died, and Yugoslavia split into separate nations and war quickly broke out, it was the Serbs who were the main culprits, although many
say others were to blame as well, for the horror that was the early 1990s in
Sarajevo and the surrounding countryside.
Thus what started as a single shot by an angry Serbian in 1914 came back
around some 80 years later. A vicious circle I fear we are doomed to repeat
again and again.
Still today, walking around this wonderful city, you will see hundreds of
bullet-ridden walls, grenade burns on the streets and shell holes in some of
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the wrecked building; strolling in some parts of the hillside is near to suicide as land mines have still yet to be cleared.
I think it will be decades before this place returns to real normalcy, if
nothing else goes up in the flames of ancient hatred before then.
Still, Sarajevo, and especially the Old City, makes for a wonderful visit
and spending a few days strolling this part of the city, with its tiny shops,
brass workings, carpets and wonderful mix of a thousand years of old cultures should not be missed.
That night Shira and I took off on our own and had a nice private evening
in Sarajevo, a city I will never forget.

Sarajevo to Mostar

We left Sarajevo in a group heading out from the Old City and through
some of the new before cutting by the infamous Sarajevo airport and quickly into the Republic of Srpska, part of the settlement with the Serbs that
ended the war. Here all the traffic and town signs were in Cyrillic and the
riding got quite excellent very quickly.
The roads here in Srpska are mostly mountainous and our route brought
us through some striking gorges with the road linking them through short,
but dark tunnels.
Here the huge Neretva Canyon dominates the landscape and stopping at
one pull over for a long look was a necessity.
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Down one lush valley we could see the
Sutjeska Monument, created in honor of the
Partisans force who, under Tito, victoriously fought the Nazis at this very spot. The
monument sits high atop the lower part of
the mountain and the steep climb to get to it was well worth the effort.
After that, with some cold soft drinks and water, Matej told us the story
of the battle and some more background
on the reasons for the strife that has
plagued his land for centuries.
Along the Sutjeska National Park we
ran into a bit of gravel, as they are building a new road here, but it just gave us a
chance to get the GS machines properly
dirty - besides, the view from this part of
the mountains was simply awesome.
Bosnia is beautiful, if anything.
We rode atop a high desert tableland,
dropping back down into the valley where
the temperature rose dramatically - to
nearly 41°C - and coming around one
sweeper I spied the ruins of the Fortress
of Herceg Stjepan, who ruled this region
in the Middle Ages. Still today the
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wrecked fort is impressive, but not nearly
as impressive as the place they call Blagaj.
Here you will find the source of the Buna
River, as it pours from a cave on the side of
the giant cliffs, some 200 meters high,
dominating so dramatically. So striking is
this spot that the Sultans first order of business when coming here was to build a
Dervish Monastery at the bottom of the
cliff, which we saw this day.
Right on the river they have built a wonderful restaurant, incorporating the flowing
river right into the place.
We had a lunch of cooked trout, right from
the Buna, that could not be beat and from
there it was a short ride to the center of Mostar
where we stayed at a modern, but Titoesque
hotel.
We strolled into the old section of Mostar
that evening, walking over the ancient bridges
that would bring us to a part of Europe that
was as old as time. Here we had a light dinner
and then went to one of the coolest bars I have
ever seen. Built in a natural cave this bar in
Mostar quickly made it into my top ten list of
greatest bars in the world.
But, it also could be the most dangerous of
bars; especially if you are 6 foot and have a
shaved head- ouch!

Mostar, Bosnia to Zabljak, Montenegro

Matej told us the previous night that this day’s ride would be the best day
of the trip, so we awoke with plenty of expectations.
Up to this point we had ridden with the rest of the group, but this day
Shira and I decided to separate and head out on our own. We followed the

To boldly go where no man,
or woman, has gone before.
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main road out of Mostar and gradually rose higher into the mountains that
are ever present in this region of the
world.
One road circled around a highly
reflective lake, the peaks and the
trees mirrored in its water. I do
believe this beauty was manmade as
you could still see the roofs of some
old and drowned houses poking out
of the waters.
Near the border with Montenegro
we were treated to a most magnificent series of canyons, a precursor to
the famed Tara we would see later in
the day.
The border crossing became something of an event as the guard, after
requesting my paperwork, asked if
the bikes were from Germany.
Yes they were.
He then held up my United States passport.
Did these bikes belong to me?
Well, no.
How did I get them?
We had given him all the proper registrations and
insurance papers. After 20 minutes of trying to explain
to the fellow that we had borrowed these bikes from a
press fleet in Munich it was obvious he was not going
to let us in.
Finally he asked if we had anything that said we had
‘rented’ them. At that point Shira found a release we
had from BMW, with both BMW and my name on it.
It was for the 650 as mine, for the 1200, was in my
computer bag in the van. I tried to bluff him into
believing it was for both machines.
He looked at this, thought about it for a few minutes,
shaking his head slowly as he did. He then called the
biggest, meanest, toughest border guard of them all,
the devil of Montenegro, and he snatched the papers to
examine them.
This guy looked like a cross between Jaws from the
Bond movies and Lurch from the Addams Family.
It was a tense moment and I swear I saw Mr. Happy
burying into his side pocket of the tank bag and pulling
the zipper shut.
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Then this mountain of a man smiled.
He was missing a few prominent teeth
which added to his charm, I might add.
And then he said...Okay.
We rode into Montenegro.
The sheer beauty of this nation cannot
be overstated. Each kilometer seemed
more striking, with gorges, rivers and a
few small towns.
We found the town square in the city of
Niksic and took lunch before veering off
the route to visit the Home of Saint Basil,
the Ostrog Monastery.
Here the man who would become a
Saint built this stunning monastery right
into the sheer rock wall of the mountain.
St. Basil has never left and today his
blackened bones still can be seen, watched over by a black robed, pigtailed
Monk. The place is awe-inspiring and many pilgrims stay there for weeks.
But it was the ride to Ostrog that really peeked our interest. In the guidebook we received, when we signed up for the tour, it said, and I quote,
“Only skilled riders should do it as the hairpins are tight and there are some
potholes on the road.”
Well, that sounded like a challenge; and we took it.
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The first part of the ride was fine, but once on the
ascending road, the ‘asphalt’ dissolved into some bombed
out, semi-pavement, 1/2 lane wide, sheer drop to your
death sort of ride.
At the first church Shira left her bike and got on my GS
and we took that to the top. It was well worth the effort.
Along this twisty little road the local drivers constantly drove with little regard and getting punted off the peak
was always a threat; it was a reminder that drivers in
Eastern Europe are not as courteous or rider-friendly as
the drivers in Western Europe.
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Having finished our challenge, we continued on the route of the day and caught up
with our group right before Durmitor
National Park.
After some coffee and soft drinks we
mounted up and ascended into one of the
most wondrous parks we have ever seen
anywhere on this planet.
Virtually untouched by man, Durmitor
abounds with imposing mountaintops,
numerous glacier lakes and is surrounded by
rich evergreen forests. Combining the
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mighty canyons of Tara, Susica and Draga the park is a
delight. Some parts are simply kilometers of barren
and rocky landscape, other parts run high above the
rivers and offer spectacular views. Small farms surround the park and as it was late summer we watched
some farmers dragging in huge hay bails, by two yoked
oxen. Other farmers were making bails that looked a
lot like Cousin It from the Addams Family.
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We stopped at least a dozen times for photographs,
as Durmitor was just that good, and best of all, unlike
a park like this in the US, where they would bus you in
and out, we got to ride around it for the rest of the
afternoon.
A very, very special place.
We overnighted in the highest town of the Balkans,
Zabljak, which is the center of winter and Eco tourism
in this region. We would have a free day following so
we went off to dinner and to make our plans for the
next day.
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Free Day in Zabljak

Our group had many options this day - white water rafting, hiking or simply some local riding. Being that it was late August the white water rafting
was rated a zero, with a lot of floating and many a portage - not my idea of
fun. Hiking could be interesting, if you like to walk for hours.
Me - I was going out exploring on the GS.
Early that morning we strolled into town. Along
the way we hiked up a hill to the local cemetery
where we saw graves dating back hundreds of
years.
Many of the later
graves had beautifully
engraved images of the
people buried beneath.
Unlike the west, where a
simple stone leaves you
just another marker in a
field of markers, the
images showed just who these people were and,
sometimes, what they enjoy. One image of a man
and his musical instrument was especially telling.
In town we met Ron and Terry. Last year in Italy we had ridden with them
and it wasn’t unusual to just get some food and find a great place for lunch
along the road.
We thought that perfect for this day so we went to the local shop and
bought smoked dried meats, along with some local breads and cheese and
went off exploring.
Our first stop brought us through a tightly forested road we were told
about that led to a spectacular view of the Tara Canyon.
The largest canyon in Europe and second in the world only to our Grand
Canyon, the Tara was completely different, green and woodsy and had a raw
beauty that pictures can hardly do justice to.
We then followed a loop along some small country backroads and back
up into the National Park.
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High in Durmitor we stopped by a
small restaurant that only served
drinks. We sat at a table and were
soon shooed away by the waitress
who refused to let us eat our food
there, only drink her drinks.
I offered her five Euro. In typical

eastern European fashion she still coldly said no.
That being the case we walked across
the road and found a great spot among
the rocks, a small patch of grass and a
most incredible view where we stayed
for a while and had a hearty picnic of
local treats.
Just as we were finishing a fellow
appeared from behind a rock and demanded our ‘tickets’.
There are no tickets. We told him no, and to go away.
He then asked for our passports.
This time I tried to explain to him that he wasn’t getting anything from us
and that he should leave. He then pulled out
some sort of ‘Official’ document and
demanded money or he would call the
police, as he drew out his cellphone.
We told him to please hurry as we were
almost done.
Finally this grifter gave up and angrily
walked away, sitting near the restaurant and
staring at us as we packed up, beeped a
happy goodbye and rolled down the road a
few kilometers to a startling overlook with a couple of benches just perfect
for the occasion.
The rest of the day was spent exploring the quickly developing town and
simply taking a day off of hard riding.
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The next day would be the start of the second half of the tour. Up until
then we had been riding in the interior and along the mountains that run
down the spine of the Balkans, but the next day we would head through the
mountains once again, but this time to the Adriatic Sea.

Zabljak to Petrovac

Shira and I got an early start once again this day, figuring we would meet
up with the others somewhere along this day’s route.
Today’s ride would be our last mountainesque and it started with a run
down towards the Tara River. If the canyon looked spectacular the previous
day it looked ethereal this morning with a bright white fog rolling through
its cracks, crevices, and cliffs.
The sun added to the morning’s moment
and the ride along the river was as ravishing as they come.
This day we would have the chance to
experience a few canyons, but of very different flavors; as the Tara was immense
and grand, the Moraca was more along the
gorges you might find out west, with a
hard flowing Moraca River flowing brilliant blues through the middle.
This road led towards Montenegro’s
capital of Podgorica and this was the first
real traffic we had to deal with, but when
the time was right we were able to get
around the slower cars and trucks, only to
run into another caravan a few clicks down
the road.
Still, with the beautiful Moraca Canyon
as our companion life didn’t suck!
South of Podgorica we came up to
Skadarsko Jerzo, the huge freshwater lake that dominates southern
Montenegro. Here we stopped for a planned lunch at a great fish restaurant
on the lake that served the best eel and salads you could imagine.
We talked to a British couple who were traveling around the region on
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their GS. It is always good to run into like-minded souls while on the road.
At that point we could have taken the shorter
route straight into the beach town of Petrovac,
our first stop on the Adriatic Sea; but there was
a small road that traveled around Skadarsko
Jezero rising high along a one lane twisty and
circuitous road that offered superb views of the
lake far below.
Here family farms grew the darkest looking
grapes and sold wine from stands that would sell
lemonade in the United States.
This was another one of those roads we had
ridden where a mistake would require a recovery
and not a rescue, so we did our best to ride well.
Outside of Ostros, we spotted a small motorcycle with...New Jersey
plates? Sure enough, this big guy on this little bike had auto plates that were
New Jersey replicas - SOPRANOS. What could one say?
The road itself had become quite charming and at points deeply forested
with huge trees that hung close to the road.
From this point on we would be heading north, and, in a way, back
towards home. With the Albanian border just a few miles to my left we
headed towards the Adriatic Sea. That first look at the Adriatic was a stopper, and one we’ll always remember.
Dropping down to the coast we shot north and stopped to see something
quite remarkable - the reputed oldest Olive Tree in the world. Over two
thousand years old this tree, called
Stara Maslina, was here when Christ
walked the Earth.
The Adriatic Sea looked very inviting so we made our way to our first
hotel on the sea in Petrovac and in no
time had showered and donned
appropriate beach wear. We strolled
to the town to enjoy a beach town
Montenegro-style.
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The water was warm, the sand had a brown grainy feel
and, being this was the last weekend of the summer for
Europe, it was packed with all sorts of people. Neat
town. Great views. Delicious food.

Petrovac, Montenegro to Dubrovnik, Croatia

Today’s ride started on the coast road, heading north
with the sea to our left and the dramatic mountains that
so dominate the Balkans to the right.
You might want to use Google Earth to get a feel - go
ahead; I’ll wait. Excellent, now you see what I mean.
Back to our story...
Along this part of
the Montenegro coast you will find the
tiny island of Svete Stefan. Built in
ancient times it is attached to the mainland by a short bridge. The rich and richer have been populating this 14th century
walled village for generations. We
stopped to ooh and aah and moved on.
We’d ask Matej why we hadn’t stayed here when we saw him later.
Heading further south we could not ignore the siren’s call emanating from
the mountains and following Adriatic Moto Tours suggestion we headed
back into the twisty peaks of Lovcen National Park. Not as dramatic as
Durmitor, Lovcen had its own charm as the road
curved through deep forests, open farmland and the
occasional little hamlet.
Here in this little tale I’d like to talk to you about
timing. They say it can be everything.
Rounding the peaks we kept getting caught behind
locals in some cars that had seen far better day; this we
could tell by the putrid black smoke belching from the
hole where their non-existent tailpipes once were, long
rotted away. Having enough of one of these invariably
red cars, I made the decision for a quick, if not so legal,
pass.
That’s when I saw the police officer jumping up and
waving his red paddle at me to stop. Dum dee dum
dum!
I pulled in and smiled. He smiled. I said I was sorry
and I wouldn’t do it again.
He looked at me, Mr. Happy sticking out of the tank
bag and Shira idling a bit behind and then let out a
huge laugh. He told me to go ahead but to be careful as
the night’s rain had left the road a bit slippery.
What? You mean Johnny Law is actually looking out
for me and not just raising revenue. Who would have
thunk it?
In the center of the park we headed towards the mausoleum of Petar II Petrovic Njegos, adored ancient
king and poet of Montenegro. So beloved was he that
early in the last century his remains were moved to this
magnificent mausoleum high atop the mountain.
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Just riding there was a small task, but once there, to see his actual site one
must dedicate themselves to the climbing of 461 steps that lead straight up.
Atop the memorial you will find two huge statues of mother and sister,
symbolic of the women of Montenegro. Inside is an incredible statue, cut
from black granite, of Petar II.
Down below, through a tiny passageway, you will
discover the actual tomb of the Poet King, truly a
most magnificent show of love and affection from a
people to a king. The views from atop the mausoleum
were grand as well and I was told that George Bernard
Shaw said of this vista, “Am I in paradise or on the
moon?”
From here we would head back down the mountains along a single lane road that we were sure were
just goat tracks a few decades back, not much better
these day, but at least paved. Once again the danger
was not from the road, or the height, but the kamikaze
driving of the locals who would give no quarter when it came to their part
of the road. It is something you must be aware of and deal with riding in this
part of the world.
Still, as wild as the ride was, the road afforded some superb views of the
sea and towns far below. After a few dozen tight hairpins we rolled into the
walled medieval town of Kotar. A UNESCO site, Kotar was a charmer. After
discovering the town square and a small lunch we spent some time wander-
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ing its narrow stone streets and walkways, polished bright by
centuries of travelers.
It was time to say goodbye to Montenegro, a land of unsurpassed natural beauty, as we rode north beside the most southern fjord in Europe, through small fishing and tourist towns.
Near the border with Croatia the road and scenery got a bit
more urban, but after a quick and painless border crossing,
first out of Montenegro and then into Croatia we were on our
way to Dubrovnik.
Rounding the mountain coast road we got our first look of
Dubrovnik from
high above; the jewel of the Adriatic regally poised on the coast
as if it had been there forever. It almost has - Since 600AD.
The late afternoon sun illuminated the white stones of the
ancient wall that surrounds the old city and the terra cotta roof
tiles glowed warmly, giving the city the look of an ancient russet
gem. What a stunning scene.
Once again it took us a short time to find our hotel where, as
usual, we found our bags already in our room and waiting.
Shower, write a bit, throw some semi-clean clothes on and we
were out to explore one of the oldest cities on the Adriatic.
We took a cab to the wall’s gate and strolled down the Placa, or main thoroughfare. There are no cars
allowed inside the walls and, although there are no hotels, there are plenty of restaurants and a walk by the
pier for sunset was certainly in order.
Later on we explored the labyrinth of tiny streets
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and alleyways. Stopping at funky little places for a
drink or snack and then finding a place with huge,
comfortable chairs that just called to us to simply sit
with a big glass of wine and watch the procession of
promenading people.
I was falling in love with this city; others thought it
crowded and a bit too touristy; but apples and oranges.

Free Day in Dubrovnik

We really enjoyed the Old City the previous night so
Shira and I headed back down on the local bus; a
tedious and hot experience we would not seek to duplicate during the rest of our stay - there are plenty of
cabs.

At the pier we hopped on the short ferry to Lokrum
Island, which lies right off of Dubrovnik. A park preserve, Lokrum offered a great day off the bikes and
into the Adriatic. The island is surrounded by great
rocky beaches with no sand to speak of and the sound
of crickets is overwhelming, only broken by the occasional squawk from the quail-like birds that seem to
run the place.
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At one end we found a sweet spot, on the far
side of the island, and soaked up rays and floated for hours in the very salty and buoyant sea.
We took lunch there and then strolled around
Lokrum, through the old monastery and the fine
botanical gardens that had every sort of tree we
had never seen and acres of beautiful olive trees
that gave the island that musty Mediterranean
tang that is hard to find elsewhere on the planet.

When we returned to
the city we did what most
folks do and got some
gelato and sat by the giant
cistern in the square taking in the diverse crowd.
Dubrovnik seems to attract all sorts of people from all over the world.
Rejuvenated with the proper amount of ice cream we paid a small fee and
took a long, and I do mean long, walk around the ramparts atop the wall.
The views were worth the sweat we paid. We both
agreed that Dubrovnik is one of the finest old cities in
all of Europe and I am fairly sure we will return sometime. How anybody could lob bombs at this place in
the ‘90s is beyond us.
We made a pit stop at the hotel to freshen up and
then cabbed it back to the Old City for dinner. Our
friend Richard decided that night he was “The Man”
and took us to Proto, one of the finest seafood restaurants in Dubrovnik.
Richard was right; he was the man; what a great meal
and the perfect way to end our stay in this city.
The next day we would continue north along the
Adriatic coast. I knew we would surely miss, but never
forget, Dubrovnik

Dubrovnik to Hvar Island

We had a ferry to
catch this day so we
left, as a group, a tad
earlier, and made one
last lap around the
Old City walls before
rising high above to
take one last look at
the city.
The ride north
along the sea was as
pleasant as could be, with
gentle sweepers and the occasional twist thrown in for fun.
In the town of Ston we
stopped for coffee at their
small ancient harbor, looping
the city to see the salt flats
and the mighty stonewall that
was built to protect the town
centuries before.
To think men did this alone
is amazing - well I’m sure
oxen and donkeys helped too
- but still, amazing.
We crossed into Bosnia for
a short bit then picked up
Croatia again. This time, on
the coast, the border cross-
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ings were a breeze especially when they assumed that the bikes were
Slovenian and didn’t catch
our German plates; and
since we all know everybody loves Slovenians we
got waved right through
with a smile.
The ferry ride to Hvar was
a short one and soon we
were in a procession of
motorcycles riding in files
up into the peaks that make
up the spine of Hvar Island.
Pine and olive trees mingled their scents and the road was at least two-lanes
wide today - Mr. Happy was grateful for small miracles.
Following Rozle, we slithered down a set of switchbacks to a small village, with a tiny harbor and restaurant. With the azure waters sounding a
Sirens song it wasn’t long before we were swimming in the cool sea, while
our lunch was being prepared. What a great place to stop for a dip and a bite.
From here it was a short, but fun romp into the town of Hvar at the
island’s end and since it was such an early day we thought a bit of beach
bumming was in order for the afternoon.
That night we hired a small boat to take us to another harbor for a very
special meal of fish, wine and schnapps - I don’t know...when in Rome!
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Free Day in Hvar

The previous night’s meal was one that we would remember for a long
time. We had walked from the port and up into the foothills of the mountains, amongst a hundred olive trees to a small stone home where Michela
and Matte created a wondrous meal, all grown or caught by them.
The home - as it was more home than restaurant - was bewitching. After
we arrived we sampled a wide variety of schnapps - olive, rose and my
favorite, cherry, which was followed by a feast of local seafood and homemade wines.
After dinner we relaxed on some hammocks, gazing up at the stars
through the olive branches thinking something like this should never end.
Slowly, very slowly, we arose and, in what seemed like only minutes but
was hours, we layed back down on the stony beach with a good book - the
bikes could sit till later this day, if moved at all.
We had nowhere to go and who would want to in the port city of Hvar, off
the shining coast of Croatia.

That night we shuttled into town and had a superb seafood dinner, for
that’s what you would choose in the old cobblestone section of Hvar.

Hvar Island to Pag Island

We were up and out by dawn the
next day, making time to the ferry that
would take us across the strait and
into the city of Split, once the final
vacation spot for ex-Roman emperors
and the largest city on the Dalmatian
Coast.
The ferry ride took about 90 minutes and, as usually happens, we ran
into other riders; one in particular was
riding the Balkans from his home in Russia. Great trip, he said.
Once back on the coast road the pavement opened up and the ride along
this part of the Adriatic was delightful. We stopped a few times along the
way for some interesting vistas of sea, town and ice
coffees in the Trogir, another small walled village with
a plethora of shops and restaurants. The coffees by the
pier were well timed and energizing.
Shira and I did most of this day by ourselves, stopGo See the Pros that Know How to Ride!
ping for pictures and generally enjoying the easy-going
pace we could set for ourselves without having an
Long Haul or Slow Burn
accompanying larger group.
We stopped high above the town of Primosten, one
of the picturesque towns on the coast, perched upon a
small hill on a peninsula jutting from the mainland and
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It was at this time that we ran into more remnants of
the Civil War with the two towns of Islam Grcki and
Islam Latinski; the former Serbian, the latter Croatian.
The damage was heavy and severe, but we saw many
still in the middle of rebuilding dreams and futures in
this once strife torn land. We wished them well.
Heading towards Pag we took a short road down to
the sea to get a shot with the magnificent mountains
that had returned to dominate the background of our
afternoon’s ride to the town of Razanac.
The shot we got but what was even better was watch-
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ing a young boy, about 6
years old, building, or trying to build, a tiny sail boat.
I watched him struggle to
straighten out some old
bent nails he was trying to
drive into some driftwood
with a rock he had pulled
from the beach. Offering to
help, I showed him my new
Swiss Leatherman knife.
He was very impressed
with how well a good set of
pliers worked for this task.
We ran into the rest of our group when we stopped to see a wide arch
bridge crossing between two of the smaller island on which we were riding.
Here the unthinkable happened as we lost one of our riders.
No, not one of the group...but Mr. Happy had disappeared from his place
in my tank bag. I knew he didn’t jump bike and I
was pretty sure it might have been an inside job.
Puppetnapped by one of our own group.
Later that day, when Laurel went to the beach
with the others, Strike Force Backroads, the same
commando group that liberated part of New Jersey
a few months earlier, sprung into action and rescued
our little yellow smiling friend from Laurel’s evil
lair.
No man, or puppet, left behind.
While speaking of lairs, Adriatic MotoTours had
steadily made each stop better and better, and the
hotel for this final night on the road was outstanding; sitting atop a bluff surrounded by a vineyard.
Our evening was fine, the company excellent and
the wine flowing; it was a shame that tomorrow
would be our final day and this incredible tour of
the Balkans would be coming to an end.
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Pag Island, Croatia to Ljubljana, Slovenia

We had a short ferry ride to catch this day, bringing us to the mainland,
and the ride down the back side of Pag was rocky and barren; almost
lunaresque and more Aegean than Adriatic.
Once again we continued north along far sweepier roads than those to the
south, riding high on a large two-lane highway that snaked through the
landscape and over gracefully built stone bridges.
Soon we turned east and I gazed, on last time, at the Adriatic Sea, its small
islands glowing brightly in the early day’s light.
Riding back into the mountains we had to deal with the first real rain on
the road for the entire trip and the last few kilometers in Croatia were ridden on a patchwork of a road that didn’t know if it was stone, asphalt or concrete. It had decided it would be very slippery in the wet though.
Crossing back into Slovenia the road vastly improved and the more I rode
in this nation the more I enjoyed it. We had only spent a short time riding
here at the beginning of the tour and Slovenia definitely deserves a more
indepth exploration.
The towns, which appeared rougher in south, took on a more
alpen look and it was with a slight bit of melancholy that we
arrived back at the hotel from which we had ridden two weeks
earlier.

I have to be honest when I tell you that the Balkans were
never in my “bucket list” of places to ride, but Matej and
Adriatic MotoTours have shown us just how beautiful and
interesting this part of Europe was and is.
The inspiring palette of history - both old and new - cultures
and traditions made this a very enlightening journey. Toss in
two weeks of some of the best riding we have seen and you
have one memorable tour indeed.
Adriatic MotoTours has a variety of great motorcycle adventures to be had in and around the Balkans and Mediterranean
and you can find more at their website www.smtours.com.

Some last words...

